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In this brochure, you can quickly learn the benefits
of being part of the global community of the
International Association of Coaching IAC® and
the IAC® membership with valuable resources for
each Coach and Coaching enthusiast who wants
to travel the path of lifelong learning. Get to know
in detail and additionally access the entire
Benefits Pack that you will receive when you
become a member.
For more information, visit our IAC® website:
http://certifiedcoach.org and you can also contact:
membership@certifiedcoach.org.
The International Association of Coaching® (IAC®)
is an independent, inclusive, and global
professional association of coaches whose mission
is to expand the path to Master the practice of
Coaching. It is one of the most important and
influential Coaching Association in the world;
which was devised and founded by Thomas
Leonard (1955 - 2003), considered one of the main
contributors to the practice of Coaching, left a
legacy of excellence with the transferring of the
technical practice of Coaching to a human-based
on values performance.
At IAC® we imagine a world where: All Coaching
professionals are responsible for their own growth.
All Coaching professionals are driven by a
collaborative lifelong learning practice. All
Coaching clients are inspired by multiple and lifegiving ways to achieve their dreams.

IF YOU ARE NOT A MEMBER YET, YOU CAN
ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:
If you are not a member yet, here are our benefits openly offered to the
global coaching community, just connect with the IAC® through:
Our official social media (Instagram, Facebook Page, Grupo de Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter) where you will find updated information about our
events and activities, as well as inspiring and educational content.
Get access to our free and open learning meetings promoted in our IAC®
official social media sites, to increase your Coaching knowledge, which
are provided by our regional and / or local chapter volunteers around
the world.
Benefit from our webinars, interviews, and different programs designed
to offer support and development to the global community of coaches,
our members and any coaching enthusiasts of human development. We
offer you the following benefits:
Be part of our IAC® Iberoamerica Reading Program.
Check our IAC® Weekly Program on Coaching Global TV (in Spanish)
created by the founders of the renowned annual event “Desafío
Coaching 30 Días” (30 Day Coaching Challenge), with worldwide
guests sharing the latest trends in Coaching and Human
Development practices.
Join our Mastermind program.
Enjoy our annual online webinar series event “IAC® Quo Vadis
Coaching?” and listen to global coaching experts share trending
topics to improve your coaching performance.
Read our renewed IAC® magazine-blog VOICE from our website, with
articles and links to high-value coaching information and news to keep
you up to date with the growing IAC® benefits and the world's best
leading coaching practices. (IAC® members receive it by email in 3
different languages; to read it in yours, just press its interactive buttons)

ALREADY A MEMBER OF THE IAC®?
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR IAC®
MEMBERSHIP, DISCOVER
EVERYTHING YOU CAN ADD TO
YOUR DEVELOPMENT AS A COACH
OF EXCELLENCE:

PROFESSIONALIZE
COMMUNITY
UPGRADING
RECOGNITION
BUSINESS
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1.1. ACHIEVE THE IAC® MASTERIES
PRACTITIONER ™ (MP) DISTINCTION AND A
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The IAC® Masteries Practitioner ™ distinction is an on-line exam that
evaluates the level of understanding of the IAC® Coaching Masteries
and the IAC® Code of Ethics as an essential skill for every Coach on
the IAC® lifelong learning path.
This evaluation includes a career development plan called Masteries
Practitioner Development Plan (MPDP) where a coach-mentor is
assigned by the IAC®
to help you define your tailor-made
development plan.
To obtain this distinction does not require a "waiting period", since
there is neither a compulsory course nor minimum hours of training.
Although to achieve this proficiency level requires a significant
amount of preparation, IAC® recognizes that coaches take a variety
of paths to reach it.
The IAC® Masteries Practitioner ™ distinction is an initiative aimed
at providing recognition for members who have undergone
significant development in coaching but have not yet completed
the certification process at IAC's higher levels.
The MP package includes the annual membership, the access to
take the exam MP, and the MPDP. By purchasing the package you
have savings, and if you are already a member, you can extend your
membership for one more year.

PROFESIONALIZE

1.2. TAKE BOTH IAC® HIGHER LEVEL
CERTIFICATIONS, THE CERTIFIED MASTERIES
COACH™ (IAC CMC) AND THE MASTER MASTERIES
COACH ™ (IAC MMC)
The IAC® provides two (2) higher levels of certification: Certified
Masteries Coach (IAC CMC) and Master Masteries Coach (IAC MMC),
both are evaluated by an expert coach assessing the applicant's
recorded coaching sessions. The level of certification awarded depends
on the obtained evaluation grade.
Obtaining these designations certify the proven capacity of the
requesting coach to incorporate the IAC® Coaching Masteries in their
coaching practice with clients
IAC® certification process is thorough. The applicant is advised to be
familiar with the process, the requirements, and to carry out a diligent
preparation before sending the recordings for evaluation. We invite you
to visit the Certification section of our website HERE.

PROFESIONALIZE

1.3. PARTICIPATE IN COACHING PRACTICE
RESEARCHES WITH GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
IAC® uses contemporary coaching research to support its members
to become excellent coaching models. Our members periodically
receive surveys for their completion and participation, as well as
summaries of research findings and analysis to help them update
their Coaching performance.
IAC® supports coaching researchers to generate and diffuse their
research through the Coaching Research Community, which is open
to anyone with a Ph.D. degree who has completed research on such
related topics.
IAC® is working on data collection for research purposes, as an
integral part of its day-to-day processes, and invites coaching
researchers to join in and submit their requests for support. Direct
support may include supporting and participating in promoting and
recruiting participants through the IAC® website, access to
recordings of sessions used for IAC® certification as a source of
analysis, and support of the research committee IAC® through the
contact point “Professional development and research”.

PROFESIONALIZE
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2.1. AS A MEMBER, YOU ARE ALREADY PART OF A
WORLDWIDE COMMUNITY OF COACHES WHO
SHARE GOOD COACHING PRACTICES IN
DIFFERENT REGIONS OF THE WORLD RAISING
THE PROFESSIONAL AND ETHICAL
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROFESSION.

IAC® is an open and inclusive Global Community for Coaches and
Coaching enthusiasts. We welcome different schools and Coaching
philosophies.
We are a connection space for those who want to be part of the
transformation with the values and excellence of the IAC® Coaching
Masteries.
This is one of the greatest benefits of joining a global community of
professionals united by shared values, such as service and lifelong
learning.

COMMUNITY

2.2. AS A MEMBER, YOU GET ALL THE SUPPORT
FROM YOUR CITY/REGION/COUNTRY IAC®
CHAPTER LEADER AND MEMBERS.

IAC has members in more than 70 countries and active chapters in
34 countries and is still expanding its frontiers even faster.
IAC® chapters are independent city / regional / country groups,
made up of IAC® volunteering members, focused on co-creating a
space that serves towards promoting:
Participation to Debate on relevant coaching topics
Networking with other coaches.
Continuous training.
Social, academic, and commercial communication among
coaching communities.
Interaction and Support to all chapter members through our
shared values.
IAC® chapters and our volunteers are important partners in fulfilling
our mission. Member Coaches and Chapter Volunteers collaborate
with each other, contributing to the evolution of human potential
around the world, taking Coaching to an even higher level of value,
ethics, and professionalism.
They are invaluable as they provide the environment for Coaches to
share, create, and expand useful global impact resources.

COMMUNITY

2.3. THE POSSIBILITY OF BEING AN ACTIVE
MEMBER OF A CHAPTER AND CONTRIBUTING
AS A VOLUNTEER TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
EXCELLENCE COACHING.
IAC® is primarily a volunteer organization, a union of professional
wills. Each month, hundreds of volunteer hours are spent serving
members. By working together in the spirit of serving one another,
our clients, and communities, each of us magnifies and multiplies
individual efforts.
Volunteering is an excellent way to do networking, work alongside
other professionals, gain experience in the world of coaching,
develop trending skills such as project management, team
leadership at a local, regional and even a global sphere, including
gaining access to information that is not commonly available, being
considered an active participant in Master Classes, training courses
and initiatives of value to the global IAC® community based on
specialty, talents and professional experience respectively.
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3.1. ACCESS TO OUR LIBRARY OF VALUABLE
CONTENTS
In an open way, our entire community has access to valuable
content such as our Webinars, Conferences, Master Classes, the
International Coaching Podcast, the IAC® TV section with Training
based on the analysis and studies of the IAC® Coaching Masteries
and the IAC® VOICE Magazine and Blog. When you are an active
member, you not only enjoy these contents, but you can also be
part of its creation within the organizing and facilitating teams,
being recognized within the leading coaches of our global
community.
The exclusive section for members "Coaching and Business Tools"
includes:
Recordings of masterclasses and sessions carried out by Coaches
with the highest IAC® levels of designation, whose content is of
great value and a useful reference to study and practice for the
certification processes.
Links to valuable resources for your brand and business as a
coach, both internal to IAC® and external (recordings with
presentations of invitations to international conferences and
events).
The high-value archive of our "IAC® Quo Vadis Coaching?™ IAC®
Webinar Series featuring trending topics and exponents of global
Coaching in recent years.
Our exclusive section for members "Coach Training and
Certification Resources" includes materials of high educational
value, such as:
IAC® Coaching Masteries Supplement
IAC® Coaching Masteries E-book (translated in different languages)
IAC® Coaching Masteries Note Sheet
IAC® Coaching Masteries Notecard Notes
IAC® Coaching Masteries Infographic
IAC® Coaching Masteries Mistakes and Good Performance Indicators Ebook

UPGRADING

3.2. IAC® VOICE IS THE OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER
OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COACHING.
IAC® magazine-blog VOICE serves as the official newsletter of the
International Association of Coaching. It provides articles and links to
high value coaching information and news. It is also the best way to
remain up to date with the growing benefits of our association and
the best leading coaching practices in the world.
Are you interested in reading articles on how to become a better
coach? Are you looking for events or activities where our coaching
members take part in? find them in Our IAC® VOICE .
To check the list of our archived articles press the button located at
the bottom of our IAC® VOICE page and get access to expert-written
texts on almost any coaching topic and quarterly enjoy our newly
revamped magazine.
Member coaches directly receive it in their email; to read it in your
language, press the button. Any IAC® member can contribute and
publish their articles after our editorial team duly reviews it, hence
our magazine poses as a great showcase to share the ideas that
consequently render you global recognition throughout the world of
Coaching.

UPGRADING

3.3. IAC® Global Coaching Conference
IAC® contributes to a variety of conferences each year as a guest
and/or sponsor, including our International Coaching Conference
that takes place every two years and is held at venues of great
professional interest around the world. IAC® members may receive
discounts on their registration and participation for some
conferences.
The speakers are selected among the leading experts in the world of
coaching, likewise, coaches who are active IAC® members with
outstanding participation as volunteers and practitioners of excellent
coaching have the possibility of being candidates as recognized
speakers at conferences organized by or with the presence of the
IAC®. Conferences offer exceptional opportunities to network with
other professionals, to key clients, and to connect the online world
with the offline world.
The most recent IAC® Global Coaching Conferences have been held
in:
Budapest, Hungary in September 2017
Colombo, Sri Lanka in December 2017
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in October 2018
Barcelona, Spain in November 2019
And the next to come will be in Puebla, Mexico in November 2021
We will love to see you there!

UPGRADING

3.4. Development and Continuous Training
Programs for IAC® Members

Road to Certification Program: Study of the IAC® Coaching
Masteries
Coaching Triads Program: internship among Coaches
Training Workshops: Member Professional Development
Workshops.
These programs are carried out periodically, with the guidance of our
Global Chapter Committee together with our regional Chapter
Coordinators (Ibero-America, Asia, Europe, and America), who
articulate the efforts, talents, and agenda to create powerful
permanent learning spaces for our members.

UPGRADING
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4.1. ACCESS TO A PERSONALIZED IAC® MEMBER
DASHBOARD AND BROWSING VISIBILITY IN OUR
MEMBER DIRECTORY
The IAC® website has a special browsing feature that allows
searches (by name, language, country) to locate coaches who are
IAC® members worldwide.
This ability allows potential clients, or coaches who want to connect
with others, to search and connect to strengthen and create
knowledge networks.
Every member coach has access to his/ her personalized member
dashboard to enter our library of exclusive content and valuable
resources. It is important that, as a member, you keep your profile
updated. In order to do that, access your profile with your registered
mail and your affiliation-given password to display and edit your
professional profile in our directory.
'Find a Coach' is a valuable feature for every professional coach who
wants to expand his/her network, to connect with other coaches,
make themselves visible in a global renown platform, and to
enhance his / her personal branding.

RECOGNITION

4.2. EXCLUSIVE IAC® RECOGNITIONS: NUMBER,
OFFICIAL DIPLOMA, AND MEMBER LOGO

When you become a IAC® member or upon your membership
renewal, you get access to a personalized dashboard, to a
membership number, to a member diploma, and to a member logo
corresponding to the year of validity.
The foregoing elements are valuable IAC® brand global
endorsement resources to our members to add to their: physical or
digital business cards, resume, LinkedIn profile, professional
directories, and anywhere they want to enhance their personal
brand and professional profile.

RECOGNITION
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5.1. BECOME A IAC® LICENSEE OF THE COACHING
MASTERIES

The IAC® Coaching Masteries Licensee Program™ empowers mentor
coaches who are members of the IAC® and coach coaches in
training/education organizations as a current representative and
IAC® members to incorporate the IAC® Coaching Masteries into their
programs, mentoring or training for business purposes.
Having the aforementioned access, Licensees can help clients or
students complete their career paths within the IAC's program, as to
take advantage of the thorough IAC® certification process to
promote further excellence in their coaching practice.
Coaches approved in the Licensing Program™ receive the title of the
IAC® Coaching Masteries Authorized Licensee and thereby receive an
official logo and exclusive support resources only available to
authorized licensees.
Licensees have a professional roster and link to the IAC® website,
increasing their visibility with potential clients and students. Our
licensed coaches, mentors, and their schools are valuable partners in
achieving the Mastery of Coaching. However, due to the need for the
certification process to remain completely independent of the
training process, the IAC® is not in a position to endorse or accredit
Licensees.

BUSINESS

5.2. IAC® ALLIANCES WITH COMPANIES SUCH AS
THE HOGAN ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS / SALES
SQUARED / MEETFOX THAT EXPAND GREAT
BENEFITS TO OUR MEMBERS
5.2.1. IAC® Members and Hogan Assessment Systems:
Exclusive Offer for IAC® Members from Hogan Assessment Systems,
the Gold Standard of Selection and Leadership Assessments.
Effective November 1, 2019.
IAC® Members will be offered a 15% Discount on Hogan Certification
Workshops around the World, including the following, at all
participating Hogan International Distributors:
2-Day Hogan Assessment Certification Workshop
1-Day Hogan Advanced Interpretation Certification
1-Day Hogan Advanced Feedback Certification
3-Day Hogan Assessment Certification + Advanced Interpretation
Workshop
3-Day Hogan Assessment Certification + Advanced Feedback
Workshop
4-Day Hogan Assessment Certification + Advanced Interpretation
Workshop +
Advanced Feedback Workshop
Active IAC® Members will access the discount code via an Intranet
site to which only active IAC® Members will be granted access.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Hogan’s International Distributors
are not required to honor this discount.
To explore this offer further, please visit Hogan’s private site for IAC®
Members HERE.

BUSINESS

5.2.2. IAC® Members and Sales Squared:
Exclusive Offer for IAC® Members from Sales Squared, a U.K. based
service provider that specializes in “empowering sales growth” for
Coaches. Sales Squared’s exclusive offering to IAC® Members
includes LinkedIn sophisticated Marketing, Email Marketing, PreQualified Leads, and Scheduling of Quality Appointments.
This is an ideal offering that is tailor-made for Coaches that wish to
grow their business but lack sufficient time and expertise to conduct
marketing and sales services. Unlike any other service of its kind, this
exclusive offering for IAC® Members only includes a “Guarantee” to
attract new coaching clients, or the IAC® Coach doesn’t pay.
To explore this offer further, please visit Sales Squared’s private site
for IAC® Members HERE.

5.2.3. Exclusive Offer for IAC® Members from MeetFox Video
Conferencing platform
MeetFox is a provider of Video Conferencing Solutions designed for
Coaches and Consultants. This offer is exclusive for IAC® Members.
During the Covid-19 pandemic, MeetFox is providing its Web-Based
Video Conferencing solution to be available for FREE TRIAL for IAC®
Members, and when business gets back to normal, MeetFox is
offering a discount of 35% after the Trial ends.
To explore this, offer further, please visit MeetFox’s private site for
IAC® Members HERE.

BUSINESS

Home to the Coaching Masteries
Global Chapters' Coordination
chapters@certifiedcoach.org
Global Licensee Coordination
licensing@certifiedcoach.org

Global Communications Coordination
communications@certifiedcoach.org

IAC® is still working on expanding our benefits to the
global community, to our members, volunteers, licensees,
and all key members to the IAC® Family that continues
growing.
Welcome to IAC®!
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